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We present measurements of the dynamics of the electroclinic eVect around a smectic A–
chiral nematic transition. The phenomenon has been studied between 1 kHz and 1 MHz,
extending by one order of magnitude the frequency range of previous studies. The results
have unambiguously allowed us to distinguish two additive mechanisms in the generation of
the optical tilt. A model to explain the physical origin of both mechanisms is presented. The
� rst mechanism (fast) is the only bulk process intrinsic to the material and behaves normally
at the transition, in the sense that both the magnitude of the tilt as well as the relaxation
time have the expected temperature dependence. On the other hand, the second mechanism
(slow) is not properly an electroclinic eVect, but a surface-mediated eVect driven by elastic
forces. This explains the apparent anomalous behaviour of the phenomenon reported in the
literature one decade ago.

1. Introduction decreases monotonically in this temperature region. Well
inside the N* phase the EE is very small and extremelyThe electroclinic eVect (EE) in chiral nematics was

discovered in 1989 by Li et al [1]. The phenomenon fast (t < 1 ms).
In this work we present measurements of the dynamicsinvolves the appearance of an optical tilt induced by an

electric � eld perpendicular to the molecular director, in of the EE around a SmA–N* transition. The phenomenon
has been studied up to a frequency n 5 1 MHz, extendinga similar way to the conventional EE in orthogonal

smectics composed of chiral molecules. To observe the by one order of magnitude the frequency range of pre-
vious works. The results are considerably clearer thaneVect it is necessary to have a chiral nematic (N*)

material in the planar geometry with the helix unwound those from previous studies and have unambiguously
allowed us to distinguish two physical mechanisms inby the eVect of the cell surfaces. In addition, the material

should display a negative dielectric anisotropy in order the generation of the optical tilt. We propose a model
which takes account of the physical origin of bothto avoid a Fréedericksz transition.

Given these requirements and the small magnitude of mechanisms. One of the mechanisms (fast) is intrinsic
to the material and the other (slow) is induced by anthe induced tilt h, there have not been many studies

published on this eVect and, actually, even the nature of eVect at the sample surfaces. The fast mechanism does
not behave abnormally at the SmA–N* transition, inthe phenomenon is not well understood. The size of h is

larger at temperatures close to a phase transition to a the sense that both the tilt magnitude as well as the
relaxation time associated with this mechanism follow,smectic phase. At a SmA–N* transition, h drops suddenly

to a small fraction of the value just below the transition. at least qualitatively, the expected trends.
This temperature behaviour is interesting because, in
principle, available theories predict a much slower tilt

2. Experimental
variation [2, 3]. On the other hand, the dynamical

The material studied was a commercial mixture, SCE9behaviour of the EE is also unexpected near the SmA–N*
(Merck), with the following phase sequence SmC*–

transition [4–6]. On heating the material from the
61ß C–SmA–91.7 ß C–N*–120 ß C–I. Here I and SmC* refer

SmA phase, the electroclinic relaxation time t grows
to the isotropic and chiral smectic C phases, respectively.

abnormally near the transition, despite the fact that h
The material is suitable for measuring the EE in the N*
phase since it shows pitch compensation for samples
with thickness d <30 mm and has a negative dielectric*Author for correspondence; e-mail: wmpetecj@lg.ehu.es
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766 C. L. Folcia et al.

anisotropy. The relaxational behaviour of the EE in this
material has been studied up to 100 kHz in previous
work [6].

The experiment was performed using a commercial
planar cell (E.H.C., Japan) with thickness d 5 2.8 mm and
area 4 Ö 4 mm2. The electric � eld was applied through
semi-transparent high conductivity ITO electrodes
(~10 V/square) . Sine wave voltages in the range 1–10 V

(peak values) were used for the measurements. The
temperature stability was 0.1 ß C. The light source was a
stabilized He-Ne laser with wavelength l 5 0.6328 mm.
The sample was placed between crossed polarizers with

an angle of 22.5ß between the director axis and the � rst
polarizer. The transmitted light was detected with a
photomultiplier. The d.c. component of the signal (I0 ) Figure 1. Tilt angle versus applied voltage in three repre-
was measured with a voltmeter and the a.c. component sentative temperature regions: at low temperatures far

from the transition (80.2 ß C), for the SmA phase close to(I) with a high frequency lock-in ampli� er. The tilt
the transition point (90.1 and 91.5ß C), and inside the N*angle is simply h 5 I/4I0 . This experimental set-up is
range (92.5 ß C). The � ts correspond to straight lines pass-highly accurate, since the imperfections of the optical
ing through the origin. The measurements were performed

components do not introduce signi� cant errors in the at low frequency (10 kHz).
measured tilts. In fact, if the polarizers are not perfect,
but have parasitic ellipticities p and q, and a possible mis-
setting of the crossed polarizer position dY is considered, mation about the magnitude of the tilt, whereas the
the resulting measured angle is phase is more sensitive to the dynamical aspects of

the EE.I/4I0 5 h[1 1 2dY Õ 2( p Õ q) cot (D/2)]
Initially the results were analysed assuming a simple

Debye relaxation process. In these conditions, the timewhere D is the sample retardation and h the true tilt.
dependence of the induced tilt H(t) is given by theTypical values of dY # 0.25 ß and |p Õ q| of the order of
expression10 Õ 2–10 Õ 3 can be considered in our case. With these

values an error in h lower than 1% is expected.
H(t) 5

m

a
E0 exp (i2pnt)

1 1 int
(1)The frequency response of the EE was examined

between 1 kHz and 1 MHz. Below 1 kHz electro-
where m is the electroclinic coupling constant betweenhydrodynamic instabilities begin to appear for voltages
the tilt and the electric � eld and a is proportional toV ~10 V, and grow substantially as the frequency is
(T Õ T0 ), where T is the temperature and T0 is thediminished.
SmC*–SmA transition temperature. The driving � eld
is represented by E 5 E0 exp(i2pnt), where n is the
frequency and t is a characteristic relaxation time. The3. Experimental results
amplitude of the signal isIn a � rst step of our study we performed measurements

of the induced tilt h as a function of the driving voltage
V for diVerent temperatures for the SmA and N* phases. H0 (n) 5

mE0 /a

(1 1 n2t2 )1/2
(2)

The result for 10 kHz is represented in � gure 1. The
response is clearly linear for all the temperatures. This and the phase shift
is in contrast to the non-linear h vs. V dependence

d 5 Õ tan Õ 1 (nt). (3)reported in [3], which was explained as being due to
heating of the (conductive) sample as a consequence of Figure 2 shows the tilt amplitude for n 5 0, h ; h0 (n 5 0),
the Joule eVect. The linear (h, V ) relationship was also versus temperature. These values were obtained from
checked at higher frequencies. the extrapolation of the amplitudes to zero frequency

Next the amplitude and phase of the signal were according to expression (2). The results are similar to
determined as a function of the frequency for a set of those reported earlier [6]. As the temperature decreases
temperatures. All the measurements in the present study to the SmC* phase, the induced tilt shows the character-
were performed with a driving voltage of 1 V. It was istic pretransitional divergence, as expected. On the other

hand, at T 5 91.8 ß C the tilt angle drops very abruptlyfound that the amplitude data provide mainly infor-
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767Electroclinic eVect around SmA–N*

where the super-indices 1, 2 refer to both the temper-
atures and t1 , t2 are the respective relaxation times.
Provided that the selected temperatures exhibit very
diVerent relaxation times, an excellent � t to expression (5)
can be performed, and results in a very accurate deter-
mination of t1 and t2 . (In our experiment t1 5 44.7 ms
for T1 5 65 ß C and t2 5 6.3 ms for T2 5 70ß C). Once the
relaxation times are known, delec can be obtained
straightforwardly using the expression

delec 5 dT 1 tan Õ 1 (nt) (6)

at either of the two temperatures. Following this pro-
cedure delec was determined over the whole frequency
range within an estimated error smaller than 1 ß .

Figure 3 shows typical pro� les of tan d versus nFigure 2. Induced optical tilt (logarithmic scale) versus tem-
perature. The data are extrapolations of the tilt amplitude around the SmA–N* transition. Below 90 ß C and above
to null frequency. The driving voltage was 1 V and the 92.5 ß C the points � t very well to a straight line, which
sample thickness 2.8 mm.

means that the relaxation processes follow the Debye
model. However, a clear deviation from linearity is
observed between these temperatures. It is in this region
where it is noted in previous reports that an unexpectedto a value more than one order of magnitude smaller.
slowing of the electroclinic response occurs in this [6] andFinally, in the N* phase h goes smoothly to zero as the
other materials [4, 5]. In these papers a single apparenttemperature increases.
relaxation time teff was determined due to the restrictedAs found in previous work [2, 3], the temper-
frequency range of the measurements . However, the exist-ature dependence of h above the SmA–N* transition is
ence of at least two competing mechanisms was suspected,anomalous. The tilt variation is so strong that no reliable
since teff showed a slight dependence on n [5]. Our� t of the results can be obtained in the framework of
tan d data clearly con� rm this hypothesis, the deviationavailable theories. In principle, h should behave as the
from the Debye model being particularly evident in thesquare of the smectic order parameter |Y|2 ; this law
range 90.6–92.0 ß C. In this region we have analysed therules out the existence of any cusp at the transition

temperature and predicts a much slower variation of h
for any election of a realistic critical exponent a [2].
We will point out below the reason for this peculiar
behaviour.

As previously mentioned, the dynamics of the EE
were mainly investigated by means of measurements of
the phase shift. To obtain d it was necessary to decon-
volute the sample response from the response time of
the electronic circuitry. Here we include the RC time
constant of the cell, the � nite response time of the
photomultiplier and the phase drift of the lock-in. All
these eVects produce a spurious phase delay delec , which
contributes to the total measured phase dT in the form

dT 5 delec 1 d. (4)

delec was determined by measuring dT over the whole
frequency range at two diVerent temperatures in the

Figure 3. Tangent of the phase angle d between the inducedSmA phase far away from the SmA–N* transition, where
tilt and the applied � eld as a function of frequency atit is well known that the electroclinic relaxation follows a
several temperatures in the anomalous region. Deviations

pure Debye process. Subtracting dT at both temperatures
from the Debye model are evident for 91.4 ß C (open circles)

we get and 91.8 ß C (solid circles). Data at 90 ß C (triangles) and
92.5 ß C (squares) give almost straight lines. These temper-
atures mark approximately the limits of the anomaloustan (d(1)

T Õ d(2)
T ) 5 tan (d(1) Õ d(2) ) 5 Õ

(t1 Õ t2 )n

1 1 t1t2n2
(5)

region. Continuous lines are � ts to equation (7).
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768 C. L. Folcia et al.

results assuming two independent relaxation processes:

H(t) 5
m

aA 1

1 1 intf
1

x

1 1 ints
BE0 exp (i2pnt) (7)

where tf and ts are the relaxation times for the fast and
slow processes, respectively, and x stands for the relative
contribution to the induced tilt of the slow mechanism.
The curves representing tan d versus frequency near the
phase transition were � tted to an expression deduced
from equation (7). Acceptable � ts were obtained in
general (� gure 3). The relaxation times tf and ts obtained,
together with teff are plotted as a function of temperature
in � gure 4. In this � gure teff was obtained from the slope
of tan d versus n for frequencies smaller than 100 kHz
(teff is represented for the whole range in � gure 5).
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Although the ts data scatter a lot, it can be said that, Figure 5. Response time of the EE as a function of temper-
ature assuming only one eVective mechanism. The datain general, ts is about one order of magnitude larger
were deduced from the slope of the tan d versus n curvethan tf . It is worth pointing out that when the slow
for n <100 kHz.mechanism is not really signi� cant, the � tted values are

not very precise. Probably, the coexistence of the two
mechanisms is spread out over a wider temperature
range, but when the proportion x of the slow mechanism
becomes small and/or ts is of the order of tf the � tting
process is ambiguous and unreliable. In this way, � gure 4
must be considered to re� ect general tendencies rather
than to represent accurate determinations of tf and ts .

The relative contribution of the slow mechanism, x, is
depicted in � gure 6. This parameter is positive and reaches
values higher than unity very close to the transition.
This means that both electroclinic processes sum their
contributions, and the slow mechanism is unexpectedly
important ( larger than the usual electroclinic process) at
the transition point.

Figure 6. Temperature dependence of the proportion x of the
electroclinic strength of the slow mechanism relative to
the strength of the fast mechanism.

In � gure 7 we have plotted the amplitude of the fast
mechanism (solid circles) as deduced from the total tilt
h and the x value. We will argue below that this fast
mechanism is the only contribution representing an
intrinsic EE of the sample. As can be seen, its temper-
ature dependence is much less abrupt near the transition
than that of the h points (open circles). Also, the cusp
at the transition temperature has disappeared. Although
our data do not allow us to perform an unambiguous

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the fast relaxation pro-
� t in the critical region, it is evident that these pointscess tf (open circles), slow relaxation process ts (squares)
have qualitatively the temperature dependence expectedand teff (solid circles). Below 90.5ß C and above 92.5ß C

tf and teff coincide. by theory, i.e. can possibly behave as |Y|2. Indeed, one
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769Electroclinic eVect around SmA–N*

of variables that change spontaneously at the transition.
This point of view is diVerent from that proposed by Li

et al. [4, 5], who interpreted the increase of teff on the

SmA side of the SmA–N* transition as a consequence
of an accidental proximity between the frequencies of

the ‘in-phase’ and ‘out-of-phase ’ amplitude � uctuations

of the tilt and polarization, as described in [8]. In this
approach it can be shown that the two mechanisms for

the tilt dynamics must subtract their contributions in

the SmA phase; x < 0 in equation (7). This is contrary
to our results, which indicate unequivocally addition of

both mechanisms (x > 0) both on the SmA and N* sides

of the transition.
In a � rst approximation to the problem it can be

considered that, following the fast orientation of theFigure 7. Amplitude of the fast mechanism (solid symbols)
and total tilt (open symbols) around the SmA–N* molecules by the electric � eld, a further contribution to
transition. The continuous line is one possible � t to the the tilt can be originated by an increase in the smectic
renormalization-group prediction choosing a 3D-XY

order. This is based on the assumption that the trans-critical exponent a 5 Õ 0.007. The transition temperature Tc lational smectic order is almost essential for the EE, andis marked with an arrow and corresponds to the in� ection
point of the curve for the black dots. This temperature the molecular interaction favouring the smectic layers is
coincides with the cusp of the total h(T ) curve. stronger when the molecules are equally oriented. Thus,

the slow process can be supposed to be originated by

an increase in |Y|2 near the transition as a consequence
of the � eld. In this scheme ts would be connected withpossible � t to the renormalization-group expression:
the dynamics of the layers under the applied electric

h(T ) 5 Ô A Ô |T Õ Tc |1 Õ a (1 Ô DÔ1 |T Õ Tc |0.5 )
� eld. This idea is in accordance with Monte Carlo

simulations of bent-rod mesogens [9], which indicate1 B (T Õ Tc ) 1 h(Tc )
that a nematic phase can gain smectic order under the

is presented in � gure 7. Here Tc is the SmA–N* transition
in� uence of strong electric � elds.

temperature, which is � xed by the position where the
In order to check the validity of the above hypothesis,

curve changes its curvature sign, A Ô and B are constants,
we measured the birefringence in the temperature range

the double sign referring to temperatures above and
89–94 ß C. Equipment based on a photoelastic modulator

below the transition, respectively, and D Ô1 accounts for
was used. The spontaneous change in birefringence at

the so-called � rst order correction-to-scaling term. In
the phase transition is proportional to |Y|2, therefore� gure 7 the critical exponent a was � xed to the prediction
the birefringence should be diVerent when a bias electricof the 3D-XY universality class, a 5 Õ 0.007, which is
� eld is applied to the sample. The result is shown intheoretically expected for a SmA–N transition involving
� gure 8. It is clear that almost no variation is detected,broad SmA and N ranges [7]. Other � ts giving diVerent
and therefore the proposed model must be rejected.values of a are also possible, i.e. our measurements do

Next, a diVerent approach is presented. This is basednot allow unequivocal determination of a particular
on the fact that the tilt angle observed near the phaseuniversality class. However, as reported also in earlier
transition is small. Thus, it is very likely that the tilt atwork [2, 3], in no case can any acceptable � t be carried
the surfaces is larger than in the bulk. This is whatout with the complete h(T ) curve, due to its sharp
happens for example if we assume that |Y|2 at thebehaviour at Tc . This apparent anomaly is then simply
surfaces is larger than inside the sample. In any case, adue to the fact that an important contribution to the
tilt pro� le results when the � eld is applied, and thetilt comes from a second process which is particularly
material becomes twisted.important near the transition. We will discuss the nature

If |Y|2 5 0 in the bulk (pure N*), the orientation atof the two processes in the next section.
the surface is transmitted to the whole sample thickness

via the twist elastic constant K2 . As will be shown below,4. Discussion
this process is extremely slow and diYcult to detect. InFrom the temperature dependences of ts and x found
the SmA case this elastic mechanism is also operativepreviously, it seems reasonable to propose that the slow
but extremely hard to observe. Here the coupling ismechanism is closely related to the SmA–N* phase

transition and should therefore be interpreted in terms diVerent for two reasons:
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770 C. L. Folcia et al.

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the birefringence with-
out (closed symbols) and with a d.c. � eld of 4 V mm Õ 1
(open symbols) around the SmA–N* transition.

Figure 9. Pro� le of the layer orientation if twist distortions
of the smectic layers as a whole are allowed. The rubbing
direction is assumed to coincide with the layer normals
at the cell surfaces. The molecular orientation is de� ned

(a) There is a restoring torque against any deviation by two angles which depend on the coordinate z along
the sample thickness: h(z) (angle between the molecularof the molecules from their equilibrium orientation
director and the layer normal ) and w(z) (angle betweenin the smectic layers.
the layer normal and the rubbing direction).(b) Twist distortions are forbidden for a perfect

smectic; this prohibition can however be relaxed
near the transition due to the increase in the layer
compressibility and the appearance of a certain

EE [10, 11], which can produce a chiral molecular twistdensity of edge dislocations. Here, we will consider
and/or a layer rotation within a very small interfacialthis possibility of twist and will model it with an
region. However, this is a static distortion and cannoteVective twist elastic constant Ks , which normally
be observed in our experiment. Therefore, we have notis large, but decreases to zero at the transition
considered the possible existence of an angle betweenpoint.
the rubbing direction and the bulk crystal axis for E 5 0.

Condition (b) means that in the SmA phase the We now turn to develop our model more quanti-
molecular reorientation must take place through rotations tatively. The free energy variation produced by the
that change the angle h between the director and the electric � eld can be expressed as:
normal to the smectic layers, any variations of the angle
w between the layer normal and the rubbing direction DF 5 PG1

2
ah2 Õ mhE 1

1

2
K2Cq (h 1 w)

qz D2

being practically disallowed. However, near the transition
Ks must fall and vanish in the N* phase. Consequently,
for continuity reasons, there must exist a temperature 1

1
2

KsCqw

qzD2HdV (8)
range in which both h and w variations are allowed. In
this case the total molecular tilt is h 1 w. A typical pro� le where z is the coordinate along the sample thickness
of the layer orientation in the temperature region of and dV the volume element. Apart from the usual
interest is sketched in � gure 9. In the N* limit the contributions, two twist elastic terms have been included.
smectic layers disappear and only the angle h 1 w has a The � rst is nematic-like and is driven by K2 ; the second
physical meaning. describes the twist of the layers mentioned above and is

At this point two clarifying remarks should be made. null in the N* phase. From equation (8) the following
First, we will only consider strong surface anchoring; equilibrium equations for h and w are obtained:
this means that the layer normal at the surfaces can-
not deviate from the rubbing direction. Second, if the

K2Cq2h

qz2
1

q2w

qz2D Õ ah 1 mE 5 0 (9)
anchoring is strong, it should be noted that, strictly
speaking, it is the molecules at the surface and not
the layer normals which always remain parallel to the Ks

q2w

qz2
1 K2

q2 (h 1 w)

qz2
5 0. (10)

rubbing axis. This eVect is due to the so-called surface
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771Electroclinic eVect around SmA–N*

Figure 10. Time dependence of
the layer orientations w after
the usual electroclinic process
according to equation (12 ). The
values assumed for the diVerent
parameters are indicated in the
text.

Equation (9) is the usual expression for the EE with where f (z) 5 K2 q2hs (z)/qz2. Equation (12) predicts a
characteristic time for the w reorientation of the orderan additional term accounting for the twist torque due
ofto the inhomogeneity of the molecular orientation near

the surfaces. Normally this contribution is negligible.
Equation (10), on the other hand, is the torque balance t2 5

cd2

p2 (Ks 1 K2 )
. (13)

between nematic and smectic twists.
Now we analyse the dynamics of the EE eVect when Figure 10 shows a typical solution of equation (12). The

a constant electric � eld is suddenly applied to the sample following parameters were used: c 5 0.1 P, K2 5 10 Õ 6 dyn,
at time t 5 0. The eVect of the surfaces is modelled by a Ks 5 50 Ö K2 , d 5 3 mm, j 5 0.1 mm, Em0 /a 5 3 Ö 10 Õ 5 rad,
z dependent electroclinic coeYcient m. Near the surface Em1 /a 5 1.5 Ö 10 Õ 3 rad and c/a 5 1 ms. The initial con-
at z 5 0 we will assume dition was w(z, 0) 5 0, and as boundary conditions we

set w(0, t) 5 w(d, t) 5 0 (the normal to the smectic layers
m 5 m0 1 m1 exp (Õ z/j) (11) remains parallel to the rubbing direction at the cell

surfaces). Figure 11 shows the evolution of the resultant
and an analogous expression for the surface at z 5 d.
Here j is a parameter that de� nes an eVective surface
thickness. According to equation (11) m has an almost
constant value in the bulk (m0 ) and increases rapidly
near the cell surfaces to a value (m0 1 m1 ). On the other

hand, a simpli� cation is introduced by considering
that the evolution of h(z, t) is fast enough to reach its
saturation value before w(z, t) departs from zero. This
approximation decouples the dynamics of h and w. On

the one hand, h(z, t) has essentially a Debye dependence
with a saturation value hs (z)# Em(z)/a and a relaxation
time t1 # c/a, where c is the rotational viscosity; this is
the usual fast mechanism. On the other hand, w(z, t)
follows a simple dynamical equation obtained from
equation (10) with the addition of a viscous term:

Figure 11. Time dependence of the total molecular tilt angle
h 1 w at the middle of the cell showing the two-step[K2 1 Ks]

q2w

qz2
1 f (z) 5 c

qw

qt
(12)

electroclinic process.
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772 C. L. Folcia et al.

molecular angle at the middle of the cell h(d/2, t) 1 This is what one would expect if a second electroclinic
mechanism operated at frequencies n < 1 kHz, and sow(d/2, t). The two step process is evident. The slow time

is about 20 ms in agreement with equation (13), and the provides indirect evidence of the existence of such a
phenomenon. In this respect it is interesting to pointproportion of the slow mechanism x is close to unity.

As can be seen, these values have the same order out that an analogous eVect in which the bend elastic
constant K3 is responsible for the tilt propagation intoof magnitude as those obtained experimentally at the

anomalous region. the bulk was reported in [12] for a homeotropically
aligned N* material.Finally we make some comments with reference to

the N* phase. According to our model, for long enough Regarding the eVect at high frequencies, it is not
evident whether the measured signal comes from the tilttimes, the tilt at the surfaces must propagate without

attenuation into the entire sample thickness. Therefore, at the surfaces or there is also a tilt inside the material.
What is clear is that the response is very small anda rather large EE should result in this phase. We have

tried to investigate the nematic EE at low frequencies. decreases progressively upon heating, attaining really
insigni� cant values well inside the N* phase. Therefore,However, unfortunately , too low frequencies are necessary

to observe this surface-mediated phenomenon. The the EE is probably due to residual smectic � uctuations
(cybotactic groups) with fast relaxation times. We con-characteristic time according to equation (13) is t2 5

cd2 /p2K2 , which is of the order of 1 ms for c 5 0.1 P, clude then that no inherent nematic EE exists in the bulk
(at least in this material ), and the observed phenomenonK2 5 10 Õ 6 dyn, and d 5 3 mm. Figure 12 shows the tan d

results at T 5 92 ß C in the low frequency range. Clearly, is just a pretransitional eVect which extends over a broad
temperature range above the SmA phase.a departure from linear behaviour takes place below

1 kHz. We have checked however that the data below
1 kHz have unusual features and no clear meaning. For 5. Conclusions
example, tan d > 0 at the lower limit has, in principle, The dynamics of the EE have been studied in a
no physical meaning. In addition, we found that the material with SmA and N* phases. Two additive mech-
tan d values depend on the magnitude of the applied anisms with diVerent relaxation times have been identi� ed
� eld, and the dependence is stronger as the frequency is near the transition. The second process can be explained
lowered. Our hypothesis is that in this frequency range in terms of a surface-mediated eVect driven by elastic
the magnitude of the � eld is large enough to provoke forces. Usually, this second mechanism is very small
electrohydrodynamic instabilities in the material, so and too fast to be detected in the SmA phase, given
preventing the possibility of any reliable measurement. the rigidity of the smectic layers. However, it becomes

Still, a remarkable characteristic can be noticed in visible near the N* phase, where the layers have almost
� gure 12. If we extrapolate the normal linear behaviour disappeared and their twist elastic constant decreases
above 1 kHz to low frequencies, the resulting intercept rapidly. The � rst mechanism is the only bulk process
at the origin is unequivocally diVerent from zero. inherent to the material and behaves normally at the

phase transition. In the N* phase only residual eVects
due to smectic � uctuations are detected. Therefore,
although the intrinsic nematic EE is certainly not for-
bidden by symmetry [1, 3], it seems that, in practice,
translational order is indispensable for the appearance
of the phenomenon.
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